
Selous Kinga Lodge I A Hideway In The Wilderness

Discover the Selous Game Reserve and see the many different animals while cruising on the river, walkoing through the

Selous Bushes and drive through the open nature. 

Day - 2+3 Selous Kinga Lodge

EXPLORATION OF SELOUS GAME RESERVE (B, L, D)

After early breakfast depart for full day game drive in a 4x4 modified safari vehicle with a
professional guide. In the Selous Game Reserve explore the game in the surrounding areas,
from your seat on an open-roofed vehicle, a comfortable and privileged journey through the
wild African bush. You may expect to see any of the major African great favourite mammals,
including elephant, giraffes, lions, buffalo, zebra and even the rare African Wild Dog. Picnic
lunch shall be provided in the mid-day where by your guide will select a location with shade
and water nearby to watch animals coming to drink – a place with a clear view all round so
that no predator can creep up hidden. Before end of the day return to the lodge and enjoy
your dinner.
Overnight: Selous Kinga Lodge
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Inclusions

3 nights in a luxury tent

Meal as specified in itinerary 

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- Game Reserve Entrace fees

- 2 Day Game Drive

- Walking Safari

- Sunset Boat safari along the great Rufiji River

- Outfitted 4x4 Game Drive Vehicle with roof hatches/ Open

sided

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses 

or with public transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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